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Editor’s Note

While the Market Theatre still stands as a leading force in a democratic South
Africa, this week’s Market Buzz celebrates the one year anniversary of the weekly
Market Theatre tours
- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi (Brand and Communications Manager)

E

ven though legislation stopped the
integration of races on stage and in
the auditoriums the Market Theatre
was established as a nonracial space in
1976 at the height of apartheid and just four days
after the student uprisings. Fast forward to 2018,
the Market Theatre still stands as a leading force
in a democratic South Africa with a constitution
that protects the rights of self-expression and
freedom of speech and which now has a different
struggle.

This is the story that is told each week in the
popular Market Theatre tours led by Busi
Letwaba. Introduced exactly one year ago the
Tour of the Market Theatre plays a pivotal role
in keeping history alive and inspiring the future.
In this issue of Market Buzz and to mark the first
anniversary of the weekly tours, we celebrate
some of the highlights of the popular tours.
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Market Square The Heart of Newtown

Market Theatre tours introduce theatre enthusiasts, students and toursits to the
Market Theatre complex and the new, modern Market Square building.
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
Original Article Image: Market Square, Johannesburg, Image- MPW_NewBuilding_31Jan2017_MphoMokgadi011
Photographers: Mpho Mokgadi & Suzy Bernstein
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T

he Market Theatre Foundation
opened its Market Square building
at the end of 2016 with great
excitement. For the first time in its
42-year history, the Market Theatre Foundation’s
three business units --- the Market Theatre
Laboratory, Market Photo Workshop and
Market Theatre’s administration offices --- would
be housed in one building.
To coincide with the centralisation of the
business units into on building, the Market
Theatre Foundation launched a series of weekly
tours for the public to get inside the story and
behind the scenes.

Busi Letwaba’s guided tours takes arts
enthusiasts, tourists and students through the
historical Market Theatre complex as well
introduce them to the modern new building at
Market Square as she narrates historical facts
and anecdotes drawn from the Market Theatre’s
40th anniversary coffee table book, 40 Years of
Storytelling.
The tours offer the opportunity of peeking
behind the scenes, finding out more about the
rich history of the Market Theatre and getting
first-hand information about some of the exciting
productions that will be presented at the Market
Theatre.
Photos of the interior of the
Market Theatre Complex.
Top left: Main foyer ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_1967

Top Right: View from balcony
- ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_7912
Bottom Left: Mannie Manim
foyer - ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_1968
Bottom Right: Barney Simon
foyer - ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_7907

Photos of the interior of the
John Kani theatre.
Left: Front-row seating ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_1974

Right: Theatre view from
stage - ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_1978

Photos of the exterior of the
Market Theatre complex.
Left: Main entrance -

©SuzyBernsteinDSC_1962

Right: Market Theatre facade
- ©SuzyBernsteinDSC_1957
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Storytelling at the Heart of
Popular Tour

Market Theatre Laboratory alumnus, Busi Letwaba guides visitors through the
rich history of Newtown and the Market Theatre in the weekly
Market Theatre tours
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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T

he Newtown precinct --- home to the
iconic Market Theatre --- has a rich
history. From the heritage building
that once housed the Indian Fruit and
Vegetable Market to the modern architecture of
the Market Square building there is a story that
can be unearthed.
In the weekly Tour of the
Market Theatre, the stories about
former merchants, mine workers
and city-dwellers is told alongside
stories about writers, directors,
dancers and actors who write
their own narratives into our rich
and complex cultural history.

"The

Busi Letwaba, an alumnus of the Market
Theatre Laboratory and who now leads the
weekly Tour of the Market Theatre, knows
exactly what students need to know about the
historical institution. She can make the tour jump
out from textbooks and make it come alive.

insight I
gained from the tour
is exceptional, this
experiencereallygives
me an opportunity to
enrich my skills as a
performer and it has
taught me how to
manage a group of
diverse people.”

“Guides
are
storytellers,
entertainers,
teachers,
and
professionals as they provide
a service in exchange for
compensation. Guides are what
make a tour great as they add a personal touch
to the tour. They invigorate the audience and
have the significant ability to influence a tourist’s
experience”, says Zama Sweetness Buthelezi,
the Brand and Communications Manager at
the Market Theatre Foundation.

“The insight I gained from
the tour is exceptional, this
experience really gives me an
opportunity to enrich my skills
as a performer and it has taught
me how to manage a group of
diverse people.” says Busi.
The spin-off from the tours
also has a positive impact on box
office turnover.

“Busi gives each visiting group
- Busi Letwaba a good tourist experience. The
tours have generated positive
word-of-mouth feedback and glowing reviews.
The result is an increase in the number of block
bookings from both school and tourist groups”,
adds Zama Buthelezi.

26 February - 4 March 2018
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Rave Reviews for
Busi Letwaba’s Weekly Tours
Visitors to the Market Theatre review their memorable experiences with Busi
Letwaba as their tour-guide

- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu & Busi Letwaba
Original Article Image: Esther Mahlangu, Windybrow Arts Centre, Johannesburg, Image- ©Siphosihle Mkhwanazi (1)
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F

rom the internationally celebrated
producer Julie Taymor of Disney
Productions in the US to a little-known
drama student at university, Busi
Letwaba’s weekly Tour of the Market Theatre
has inspired a consciousness in them about
the remarkable legacy of the historic institution.
Feedback from participants in the tours has
been overwhelming. BUZZ shares some of the
comments received from visitors.

glimpse of the other side, so to speak, of the
‘footlights’. I am a big fan of all your endeavours
at the Market. Thank you for all the innovative
and eclectic productions. Bravo and may all those
endeavours be fruitful. We in Johannesburg are
pleased and proud to be exposed to your work”.
Celeste de Lange
DARTS
“Thank you again for the tour last week, it was
very interesting and informative. And thank you
for letting us film the tour.”
Jasmine Hurley
The University of Pretoria
Humanities department of
cannot historical and heritage studies

“On Friday 13th May 2017, Sibikwa arranged
a tour of the Market Theatre precinct for our
learners who are currently undergoing training
in Arts Administration at Sibikwa.
The tour was excellent, and our
"Words
learners came away enthused
describe how grateful The
and inspired by the new building
Market
Theatre
I
am
to
have
been
and its facilities. The tour of
Foundation has received many
the old building gave them an given this incredible accolades for the tours led by
understanding of the history of opportunity to head Busi Letwaba. Busi is enthusiastic
the city of Johannesburg and the
and is driven by her passion for
the
Market
Theatre
impact of the transformed space
performance. She is also very
tours.
I
have
done
from fruit market to theatre. The
helpful, reliable, detailed oriented
Market Theatre and its legacy more than 100 tours and punctual which are superb
is one of the cornerstones of and every one of traits to have when undertaking
South African performance and
such a job.
them
have
been
a
we were happy that our learners
had the opportunity to engage different experience
“Words cannot describe
and learn on the tour. One of altogether.”
how grateful I am to have been
the highlights of the tour was
- Busi Letwaba given this incredible opportunity
the bubbly tour guide Ms Busi
to head the Market Theatre
Letwaba who conducted the tour
tours. I have done more than
with an obvious love and passion for her subject
100 tours and every one of them have been a
matter. Our learners found her informative and
different experience altogether. I have met some
able to involve them during the tour”.
amazing visitors/tourists from different parts
Phyllis Klotz
of the world and got to put to test my basic
Co-founder Sibikwa Arts centre
Chinese and French language skills, who knows
maybe in future I will be conducting tours in
different languages which will widen the scope
“This mail is to applaud Busi who took our
of audiences I will be engaging and interacting
DARTS group on such a thorough, informative
with”, says the ever-enthusiastic Busi Letwaba.
and entertaining tour of your complex. It was
a most stimulating morning and we had such
Busi Letwaba’s tours are arranged to meet the
fun! A few of us had strong memories of the
needs and interests of the visiting groups. Tours
produce market in the 1950s and 60s! We were
can be booked by calling her at 011 832 1641 or
entertained and were so glad to have had a
by writing to busil@markettheatre.co.za
26 February - 4 March 2018
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Memories & New
Learnings from Serenading
International Celebrities
Busi Letwaba looks back at her favourite and most memorable tour guests

- Busi Letwaba & Ismail Mahomed

F

or Market Theatre tour guide, Busi
Letwaba, the opportunity to serenade
international visitors on the weekly
Tour of the Market Theatre is an
opportunity to both bask in their stardom and to
be inspired by them.
On the 31 May 2017, Julie
Taymor, an American theatre
director best known for directing
the stage musical The Lion King
for which she became the first
woman to win the Tony Award
for directing a musical, was taken
on a special guided tour of the
Market Theatre.

“The students were so lively and openminded. They made me realise
"What a pleasure that nothing can stop a person
and a privilege it with the right mental attitude from
their goals. The group
was for me to give achieving
also watched Lara Foot’s play,
a personalized tour The Inconvenience of Wings.

to the Tony Award
Winning director,
Julie Taymor. Life is
full of surprises and
opportunities. You
never know who you
are going to meet that
will change your life
forever.”

“What a pleasure and a
privilege it was for me to give a
personalized tour to the Tony
Award Winning director, Julie
Taymor. Life is full of surprises and
opportunities. You never know
who you are going to meet that
will change your life forever. Julie
is just such an amazing woman
who exemplifies every part of the
word integrity”, says tour guide, Busi Letwaba.

On the 24 June 2017, a group of drama
students from Wits University and the University
of Michigan participating in a jointly organized
workshop came to visit the Market Theatre.
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“The excitement that I get when I have a group
that is just as crazy and passionate as me is just
amazing” says Busi Letwaba. Although the tour
took only 45 minutes, it was one of the best tours
I ever led.

- Busi Letwaba

On 26 July 2017, Nike Jonah, a
UK specialist consultant working
on
strategic
development
projects for the creative industries
and the cultural sector worldwide
received a personalised Tour of
the Market Theatre together
with the UK-based Jennie Lewin–
Turner, an international arts
producer and the Austrian-baed
Gwendolyn Tietze, Tietze an arts
fundraiser, leadership coach and
musicologist.

“The tours with international theatre specialists
are always inspiring because they also share
personal experiences which increases my
knowledge about how theatre is developing in
other parts of the world”, says Busi Letwaba.

MARKET BUZZ now has ad space.
Contact Ryan Lloyd for more information
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James Ngcobo and the Power
of Storytelling at UNISA
Market Theatre Foundation Artistic Director to participate in panel discussion
about knowledge and how it is unpacked at UNISA.

T

he Market Theatre Foundation’s
artistic director, James Ngcobo, will
participate in a panel discussion at
the 2018 research day programme
at UNISA’s College of Human Sciences seminar
that will focus on “Telling our stories through Art:
In conversation with creative artists”.
One of the aims of the seminar is to disrupt
the notion of what counts as knowledge and in
what form knowledge is often packaged. The
College has been in the forefront of pushing the
decolonization agenda.

16
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- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu & Ismail Mahomed

“The College will host distinguished panellists
who will assist to critically think about the role
of the arts in theorizing and in assisting us to
make sense of ourselves and our environment/
communities better. They will draw from their
experiences to carve a narrative that highlights
ways in which creative artworks can assist us in
engaging with our world”, says a spokesperson
for UNISA’s College of Humanities.
The Market Theatre Foundation has partnered
with UNISA’s College of Humanities in the past to
host seminars about the writings of Can Themba
and Es’kia Mphahlele.

26 February - 4 March 2018
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Ismail Mahomed speaks at
special screening of Loving
Vincent

Market Theatre Foundation CEO, Ismail Mahomed speaks about the
relationship between arts & economics at the Embassy of the Netherlands
special screening of Loving Vincent.
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
t- Poster image sourced from: thttps://lovingvincent.com/loving-vincent-posters-now-available,258,pl.html
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The Market Theatre Foundation’s CEO was the guest speaker last at the Embassy of the Netherlands
special screening of the film, LOVING VINCENT, a high art film about the life of artist, Vincent van
Gogh. The screening was hosted by the Embassy’s cultural and economics desks. Mahomed spoke
about the relationship between arts & economics. The following are extracts from his talk:
1. Investment in the arts
is venture capital for building
the brand of a nation. While
there are enough studies that
show the impact of the arts
on growing an economy the
magnitude of the impact of
the arts on a nation’s soul, spirit
and sensibilities cannot easily
be put into Rands & Cents. It
is so much greater; and it is
almost impossible to measure.
The economy thrives in a
vibrant nation.
Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room

2. At the heart of the arts is critical reflection, analysis,
problem-solving, innovation, partnerships, collaboration, shifting
of perceptions and strengthening of relations —- all of which the
arts do so naturally but which the economic sector spends hours in
boardrooms and strategy planning meetings to try and figure out.
It is this knowledge and expertise that we can offer to the economic
sector.
Encountering the Other - Partnership with the British Council, Connect/ZA & ODDMANOUT

3. The arts functions in diverse markets;
and it has a significant market which has
disposable income. By partnering with the arts
it is this market which has disposable income
that the arts can offer to the corporate sector.
TORDRE - in Partnership with IFAS

26 February - 4 March 2018
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4. The arts have an
immense gravitas on social
media. We create, shape,
advance narratives on social
media that are persuasive and
influential. Through creative
images, songs, poetry, memes
etc we can grow consumers for
products or call for the boycott
of products and businesses.
Social Media response for
One Night in Miami...

5. The soft power of the arts in international diplomacy cannot be under-estimated. There is hardly
ever an economics, trade or political mission between nations that does not begin with a cultural event
and end with a cultural event.
6.

The arts are a canary
in the mine. Artists can
envision possibilities. Their
work reflects a political mood
that is either conducive or
detrimental for investment in
a country.
Dikakapa - 2017 Zwakala Festival Winner

7. Within 24 hours of the
trailer for LOVING VINCENT
being released on social
media it was shared over 2
million times. Most corporate
marketers can only dream of
this kind of footprint for their
corporate products.
Response to Children’s Monologues
Promo Videos
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At the Exclusive Books
Pan-African Reading Room …
The Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room, based at the Windybrow Arts
Centre, offers an interesting collection of literature written by authors from the
African diaspora. The Exclusive Books Reading Room is open to the public every
weekday from 10:00 to 16:00.
As BUZZ celebrates the the first anniversary of the successful Tour of the Market
Theatre, this week BUZZ takes a look at the journeys of people moving across
the continent.
.
- Yusrah Bardien
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How to Read the Air

Dinaw Mengestu (Ethiopia)

Jonas Woldemariam, fresh from a failed marriage, is desperate
to make sense of the ties that have forged him. How can he
dream of a future when he can’t make sense of his past? He hits
the road, tracing the route that his parents – young Ethiopians in
search of an identity as an American couple – took thirty years
earlier to Nashville, Tennessee. He weaves together a history that
takes him from the war-torn Ethiopia of his parent’s youth to a
brighter vision of his own life in contemporary America, a story –
real or invented – that holds the possibility of reconciliation and
redemption.

Black Mamba Boy

Nadifa Mohamed (Somalia)

This story one boy’s long walk to freedom is also the story of
the Second World War affected Africa and its’s people. The tenyear-old Jama has been orphaned. All alone in the world, he is
forced to return from Yemen to his native Somalia. With war on
the horizon he sets off on an epic journey to find his father, which
will take him north though Djibouti, war-torn Eritrea and Sudan, to
Egypt. And from there, about a ship transporting Jewish refugees
just released from German concentration camps, across the seas
to Britain and freedom.

Season of Migration to the North
Tayeb Salih (Sudan)t

An Arabian Nights in reverse, delivering an important lesson
about international misconceptions and delusions. This is the
story of a student who returns to his village in northern Sudan
after his obsession with the West had led him to London and
the beds of women with similar obsessions about the mysterious
East.

26 February - 4 March 2018
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The Art of pARTnership
Each week in Buzz, the Market Theatre Foundation celebrates the incredible
pARTnerships that contribute to the growth of this institution and those whose
brand affiliation contributes to making the Market Theatre Foundation a
formidable leader in the art of pARTnership brokering.
This week Art of Partnership celebrates the Market Theatre Foundation’s partnership
with the Bloomberg Philanthropies.
- Penny Morris

Bloomberg Philanthropies is a generous
supporter of the arts in many countries.
In
2016/17
Bloomberg
Philanthropies
commenced
a
corporate
sponsorship
relationship with the Market Theatre
Foundation which it has renewed in 2017/18.
In terms of its annual corporate sponsorship
the Market Theatre Foundation has offered
Bloomberg Philanthropies complimentary
tickets for its staff and stakeholders to attend
performances of various Market Theatre
productions during the course of the year. In
turn the Bloomberg sponsorship goes towards
supporting bursaries for talented but previously
disadvantaged young people who are enrolled

24
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at the Market Theatre Laboratory’s Drama
School and the Market Photo Workshop to
acquire the necessary skills to develop careers
in the performing and visual arts industries. In
the past two years Bloomberg Philanthropies
has utilized its ticket allocation to bring not
only some of its staff members but also groups
of young people from the African Leadership
Academy and from Wits University to Market
Theatre productions such as Sophiatown and
One Night in Miami. Bloomberg Philanthropies
sets an excellent example of how the reciprocal
relationship of corporate support can benefit
both the arts institution and the company at the
same time.

Young Leaders Explore Art
& Society in One Night in
Miami
Market Theatre Foundation hosts a group of students from the African
Leadership Academy in appreciation of the support received from the
Bloomberg Philanthropies.

- Ismail Mahomed

On Sunday 18 February, the Market Theatre
Foundation in appreciation of the support that
it receives from the Bloomberg Philanthropies
hosted a group of students from the African
Leadership Academy at a performance of Kemp
Powers’ play One Night in Miami directed by
James Ngcobo at the Market Theatre. The
following are short notes written by the students
attending the performance.
“It is easy to forget the things you love most
in a rigorous environment. Your kind gesture
to those of us who are most passionate about
theatre is not unrecognized. I thoroughly
enjoyed the acting and story behind One
Night In Miami and felt very privileged for the
opportunity to meet the men who embodied
the characters of the story. Thank you very much
for allowing us this opportunity to breathe in a
space we breathe best.”
- Tanatsei Gambura”
“Thank you so much to Bloomberg for giving
us such a great opportunity to explore art
through the performance at the Market Theatre.
I especially enjoyed the session afterwards of

getting to personally know the actors and what
drew them to that field. Once again, I am super
grateful for your kind gesture.”
Daniel Deng
“Thank you for letting us attend the play,
it is highly appreciated .The play was a really
good one. I liked how it turned an event that
once happened in a room, very interestingly,
into a play. The actors were really good. I really
enjoyed it. Thank you!”
Emma Takele
On behalf of the Bloomberg Foundation,
Asana Okocha wrote to the Market Theatre
Foundation,
“Thank you so much for gifting our students
with the opportunity of seeing One Night and
Miami and meeting the actors afterwards.
This show was an important one; it spoke to
both historical and present-day circumstances
and dared to tackle topics as difficult as the
intersection between race and masculinity. This
was absolutely crucial for our students to see.
It is my hope that every student that attended
learned something both about society and the
self. I know that I certainly did.”
26 February - 4 March 2018
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Windybrow Arts Centre goes
MoJo
Mobile Journalism course presented in conjuction with the Market Photo
Workshop and the Windybrow Arts Centre

M

obile journalism is gaining
traction in news rooms and is
changing perspectives on the
delivery and accessibility of
news. It is rapid, instant and mobile. Mobile
Journalism, or MoJo, is now a popular course
offered to trained journalists to prepare them
for adaptation to new technologies in news
reporting.
On Wednesday 21 February, the Windybrow
Arts Centre hosted a public screening of the
video and photography outcomes of the
pilot Mobile Journalism (Mojo) Photography
Training Project which showcased how 7 young
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- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

participants learnt to use mobile phone apps
and cameras as a journalistic tool.
The MoJo course presented in conjunction
with the Market Photo Workshop and the
Windybrow Arts Centre focuses on the use of
smart mobile phones, and trains participants in
visual literacy, technical operation, storytelling
and producing, and the safety and ethics of
mobile journalism.
The final video and photography stories will
be on show at the Windybrow Arts Centre in a
special Mojo Media Room until 6 March.

French Partnership grows in
Strength at the
Market Theatre
The French Institute of South Africa announces its 2018 programme
- ??

T

he French Institute of South Africa
(IFAS) has announced it 2018
cultural programme. The Market
Theatre will feature boldly in three
partnership projects presented with IFAS.
Heading the Market Theatre Foundation’s
partnership with IFAS is The Little Price (Le Petit
Prince) by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.
The production, an African adaptation of
the book, will be produced and performed
by the newly-launched drama company at the
Windybrow Arts Centre. It will feature alumni
from the Market Theatre Laboratory. The Little
Prince will premiere at the National Arts Festival
in Grahamstown and then return for a season
at the Ramaloa Makhene Theatre at Market
Square.

IFAS will also present the 7th edition of the
Fête de la Musique on the piazza in front of
the Market Theatre. Last year 10 000 people
listened to 24 bands. This year Fete de la
Musique will be even bigger! This free music
festival is brought together by the Alliance
Française of Johannesburg, the Bassline, the
French Insitute of South Africa and with the
support of Total South Africa.
At the Market Photo Workshop, the French
Institute of South Africa will present a unique
production by the Ozma Ensemble performing
a live pop/rock/electro soundtrack to the silent,
black & white movie, The Lost World by Harry
O. Hoyt (1925).
Watch next week’s BUZZ for dates for all the
events.
26 February - 4 March 2018
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Archiving the Market
Theatre
In the weekly series Archiving the Market Theatre Buzz invites our artists,
patrons and supporters to tell us what the Market Theatre means to them. This
week, Archiving the Market Theatre calls on Isaac Sibusiso Sithole co-author of
DIKAKAPA to share his memories and thoughts about working at the Market
Theatre.
Share your memories about the Market Theatre and have your story
memorialised in our archive. Send your story not exceeding more than 400
words to lusandaz@markettheatre.co.za
28
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One quickly learns that part of being a
short period of working with him led us to
theatre-maker is not just about putting the
win the Zwakala Festival. There was no time
work together in the rehearsal
to take a break. We confirmed
space but also how one
dates for the seasn at the
"
One
quickly
learns
must document the work. An
theatre. The award-winning
important aspect of the Zwakala that part of being a
playwright and director Mpho
Festival is how to enhance
Molepo was asigned as our
the administration part of the theatre-maker is not
mentor for the professional
craft and the communications. just about putting
run. To say he challenged us
This aspect was introduced
beyond our capabilities is an
to the Zwakala Festival by the the work together in
understatement. He propelled
coordinator Sipho Mwale. the rehearsal space
us to really tap into our
to bring out the final
but also how one strengths
The weeks that followed the
production that has received
audition phase was a discussion must document the
rave reviews from audiences
with different community theatre work. An important
every night.
makers about the work we were
of
the
creating under supervision and aspect
We premiered at the Market
guidance of Robert Coleman Zwakala Festival is
Theatre earlier this month.
and Sne Msomi. They gave us
Thank you to Sipho Mwale, the
very detailed and helpful notes how to enhance the
Festival coordinator and to the
about our projects. It helped administration part
mentors who brought different
us build confidence in our of the craft and the skills sets to the table. If it wasn’t
work. We took everything they
for our facilitators we would
”
communications.
advised us on and went back to
have never made it this far. We
look at all the areas of how we
are a beacon of hope in our
- Sibusiso Sithole
could improve our work.
community and we would like
the Market Theatre to continue
We started the script development process
with this incredible festival and give more
with legendary Kgafela oa Magogodi. A
people the platform
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National Theatre Live at the
Ramolao Makhene Theatre
Programming details for the popular National Theatre Live Film series.
- Clara Vaughan

T

he Market Theatre Laboratory’s
screenings of National Theatre Live
films have been so popular since
the series was launched at the
Ramolao Makhene Theatre last year.
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The programme of screenings for the first
semester of this year has been announced as
following:

Young Marx
Rory Kinnear (The Threepenny Opera, Penny
Dreadful, Othello) is Marx and Oliver Chris (Twelfth
Night, Green Wing) is Engels, in this new comedy
written by Richard Bean and Clive Coleman.
Broadcast live from The Bridge Theatre, London,
the production is directed by, Nicholas Hytner, and
reunites the creative team behind Broadway and
West End hit comedy One Man, Two Guvnors. 1850,
and Europe’s most feared terrorist is hiding in Dean
Street, Soho. Broke, restless, and horny, the thirtytwo-year-old revolutionary is a frothing combination
of intellectual brilliance, invective, satiric wit, and
child-like emotional illiteracy. Creditors, spies, rival
revolutionary factions, and prospective seducers of
his beautiful wife all circle like vultures. His writing
blocked, his marriage dying, his friend Engels in
despair at his wasted genius, his only hope is a job
on the railway. But there’s still no one in the capital
who can show you a better night on the piss than
Karl Heinrich Marx.

Date:
Time:

Friday 2 March
13h00

Follies
Stephen Sondheim’s legendary musical is staged
for the first time at the National Theatre and
broadcast live to cinemas. New York, 1971. There’s
a party on the stage of the Weismann Theatre.
Tomorrow the iconic building will be demolished.
Thirty years after their final performance, the Follies
girls gather to have a few drinks, sing a few songs,
and lie about themselves. Tracie Bennett, Janie
Dee, and Imelda Staunton play the magnificent
Follies in this dazzling new production. Featuring a
cast of 37 and an orchestra of 21, it’s directed by
Dominic Cooke (The Comedy of Errors). Winner
of Academy, Tony, Grammy and Olivier awards,
Sondheim’s previous work includes A Little Night
Music, Sweeney Todd, and Sunday in the Park with

George. Please note this broadcast does not have
an interval. Please note that this performance of
Follies includes strobe lighting.

Date:
Time:

Thursday 26 April
13h00

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Tennessee
Williams’
twentieth
century
masterpiece Cat on a Hot Tin Roof played a strictly
limited season in London’s West End in 2017.
Following his smash hit production of A Streetcar
Named Desire, Benedict Andrews’ ‘thrilling revival’
(New York Times) starred Sienna Miller alongside,
Jack O’Connell and Colm Meaney. On a steamy
night in Mississippi, a Southern family gather at
their cotton plantation to celebrate Big Daddy’s
birthday. The scorching heat is almost as oppressive
as the lies they tell. Brick and Maggie dance round
the secrets and sexual tensions that threaten to
destroy their marriage. With the future of the
family at stake, which version of the truth is real –
and which will win out? Please note that the stage
production has an age guidance of 15 and over.
Show image photography Charlie Grey; Production
photography Johan Person.

Date:
Time:

Friday18 May
13h00

Macbeth
Shakespeare’s most intense and terrifying tragedy,
directed by Rufus Norris (The Threepenny Opera,
London Road), will see Rory Kinnear (Young Marx,
Othello) and Anne-Marie Duff (Oil, Suffragette)
return to the National Theatre to play Macbeth and
Lady Macbeth.

Date:
Time:

Friday 27 July
13h00

26 February - 4 March 2018
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Tshepiso Mazibuko in
Tierney Fellowship Critique
Session
Market Photo Workshop Fellow, Tsepiso Gumbi joins Tierney Fellows in joint
cirituque session at the Michaelis School of Fine Art
- Mika Conradie
- Photo by: Bekie Ntini

M

arket Photo Workshop Fellow,
Tshepiso Mazibuko joined CJ
Chandler and Akona Kenqu,
Tierney Fellows from the
University of Cape Town and Wits University
respectively, in a joint critique session of the
2017 Tierney Fellowship that was held at the
Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape
Town last week from 7 – 9 February.
The Tierney Fellowship funded by the Tierney
Family Foundation as 2014 is a one-year
mentorship-based grant for a photographer
to produce an accomplished body of work.
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The partner institutions include the Market
Photo Workshop, WITS School of Arts and the
Michaelis School of Fine Art at the University of
Cape Town.
The group mentoring critiques also facilitated
interaction with previous Tierney Fellows and
industry experts John Fleetwood, Jo Ractliffe,
Pieter Hugo, Jean Brundrit, Svea Josephy,
Nomusa Makhubu and Adam Haupt. The views
and exchanges of participants at the critique
sessions have proved valuable for progress and
completion of projects for the 2017 Tierney
Fellows.

26 February - 4 March 2018
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Up Close And Personal with
Sibahle Mangena
This week’s Up Close and Personal focuses on Market Theatre Laboratory
Administration Mentee, Sibahle Mangena
Q: What drives you to wake up in the
morning and come to work?

in terms of hard work because hard work pays
off.

A: There are a lot of opportunities which
allows us as students to learn and experience
behind the scenes. I love to learn more
about everything in the arts whether it’s from
technical to the administration office.

Q: Given a chance to change one thing in
the Arts and Culture industry, what would it
be?

Q: What does your job entail?
A: I capture records of the part time classes
and on Saturdays I allocate rehearsal venues
for part time teachers. I maintain the register
for part time students. I also job-shadow
Rudy Motseatsea work is working as an
Administrative Assistant at the Market Theatre
Laboratory.
Q: Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
A: Yoh…I see myself still being an
adamant learner and creating what I have
learnt and still “suffering and enjoying later”
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A: The limitations that hold people
back from studying the Arts. I would like the
education system to allow children from a
young age to experience the Artst. I would
also like to see everyone getting access to art
centers.
Q: What do you do when you’re not at
work?
A: I am a student at the Market Theatre
Laboratory so most of the time I am always
in class during the week. Over weekends I do
sound technology for my church, the New
Testament Church (NTC) or I work with my
brother at events doing sound engineering for
TTS Sound.

26 February - 4 March 2018
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LIVE AT THE MARKET
THEATRE …
Make reservations for your visits to the Market Theatre so much easier. With
one glance at the table below you can now see the start and end date for each
production season. For more details about the productions visit the
Market Theatre Foundation website www.markettheatre.co.za,
www.webtickets.co.za or buy your ticket at any Pick ‘n Pay store.
For block bookings call
Anthony Ezeoke at 011 832 1641/083 246 4950 or
Yusrah Bardien at 011 832 1641 (ext 204)
SHOW

MARCH

APRIL

The Year of Magical Thinking - Barney Simon

9

1

Meet Me at Dawn - Mannie Manim

16

15
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FEBRUARY

The Year of Magical Thinking
Life changes fast.
Life changes in the instant.
You sit down to dinner and life as you know 		
it ends.
So, begins American writer Joan Didion’s
memoir of the year following her husband,
John Gregory Dunne’s, death. The unexpected
event ended a partnership of 40 years in
a second, just days after their only child,
Quintana, had fallen dangerously ill and
slipped into a coma.
During Joan’s New York promotion of the
recently published memoir, Quintana became
seriously ill again. Following massive brain
surgery, she died. She was thirty-nine.
Six months after her second tragedy, Joan
began working on turning her memoir into a
play. This time she was dealing, not only with

the loss of her partner, but with the loss of her
entire immediate family.
The Year of Magical Thinking is a journey
through that most universal experience of
human pain: bereavement. It is frequently
harrowing, often amusing and an expression of
the power love must give life meaning.
Performed by Dorothy Ann Gould
Dates
Friday 9 March –
Sunday 1 April 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:15
Sunday - 15:15
Venue
Barney Simon
26 February - 4 March 2018
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MEET ME AT DAWN
“Two women wash up on a distant shore
following a violent boating accident. Dazed by
their experience, they look for a path home.
But they discover that this unfamiliar land is not
what it seems – and that, though they may be
together, they have never been further apart.
Unflinchingly honest and tenderly lyrical,
Meet Me at Dawn is a modern fable exploring
the triumph of everyday love, the mystery of
grief, and the temptation to become lost in a
fantasy future that will never be.
Inspired by Orpheus’s desperate reclamation
of his wife Eurydice from the underworld, Meet
Me at Dawn is written by the award-winning
playwright Zinnie Harris…”
Performed by Pamela Nomvete and
Natasha Sutherland
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Dates
Friday 21 March –
Sunday 14 April 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:15
Sunday - 15:15
Venue
Mannie Manim

Tswalo
From the multi award-winning theatre duo
comes Tswalo a celebration of the art of solo
performance a tale told through poetry and
physical storytelling entwine to interrogate the
rules that govern life on earth, such as power,
creation, politics, connection, and intuition
–the performers’ expression of his ‘source’.
The work undoubtedly begs the question (or
theory) of being, becoming and unbecoming.
Tswalo is the winner of the Cape Town
Fringe Fresh Performer Award and Cape Town
Fringe Fresh Creative Award for Directing.
In Tswalo, the performer’s expression of his
spiritual “source” gives the audiences the
baton to walk through their own paradigm
of ontology, the poetry, prose, and physical
storytelling furnish us with the necessary tools
into a deep meditation.

Tswalo is written and performed by Billy
Langa with direction and lighting design by
Mahlatsi Mokgonyana in collaboration with
composer and sound designer John Withers.
Dates
Tuesday 20 March –
Sunday 25 March 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:15
Venue
Ramolao Makhene

26 February - 4 March 2018
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Last Week in Pictures
IFAS 2018 Programme Announcement
- Photographer: Michael Phasha
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Last Week in Pictures
Tuesday Theatre Talks with Yusrah Bardien
- Photographer: Michael Phasha
26 February - 4 March 2018
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